
•	 Bring	proven	selling	techniques	to	your	business.
•	 Reduce	selling	cycles.
•	 Get	customers	to	say	“YES”	the	first	time.
•	 Increase	Top-line	sales.
•	 Track	to	completion	all	work.

www.kochproposals.com

NOW ELIGIBLE FOR FAD INTERNET MARKETING BENEFIT!
Get	a	$500	credit	toward	Koch	Proposals	when	you	select	it	for	
your	FAD	Internet	Marketing	Benefit.	Co-op	the	balance	out	of	your	

available	co-op	funds.

FREE accEss to thE sERvicE application in Koch pRoposals. this feature is an intuitive 
Flat rate repair program for service and Maintenance repairs. it assists the company in allowing the 
technician in preparing a discovery for the customer to determine the necessary repairs for approval. 
When that approval is made, the technician can convert that discovery presentation into a service 
ticket and invoice for the customer to view their financial obligation. 

lExicon: this new program will enable you to create and build proposals for the customer via a 
wizard. lexicon will store all critical engineering data for carrier and Bryant that will allow you to draw 
on ahRi matches based on, but  not limited to, sEER, hspF, EER, aFUE and even the physical size 
of the indoor and/or outdoor equipment. 

loaD analYZER: By entering a home address, the load analyzer will reveal a Google map of the 
home. Zillow tax will provide tax records for the home based on the year built, as well as the size 
of the home. this creates a shell for you to create a load calculator. You then can easily create a  
proposal from the wizard.

thREE pRoGRaM EnhancEMEnts

Proposals
cUstoMiZED pRoposal tool FoR YoUR BUsinEss



Koch	Proposals	management	reporting	allows	you	to	track	proposals	
and	sales	from	that	first	communication	until	the	last.	No	longer	will	you	
lose	track	of	a	potential	customer	or	wonder	how	often	you	needed	to	
discount	your	price	to	get	the	sale.	With	Koch	Proposals,	you	have	at	
the	ready,	the	information	you	need	to	understand	the	strengths	and	
weaknesses	of	your	business.

Proposals

Let	Koch	Proposals	do	the	math	for	you.	
Create	 unlimited,	 customized	 proposals	
for	each	home-owner.	Input	your	costs,	
desired	profit,	and	financing	needs	and	
let	Koch	Proposals	 do	 the	 calculations	
for	you.

Koch	 Proposals	 automates	many	 of	 the	 tasks	 and	 allows	
you	 to	 communicate	 with	 your	 customer	 on	 a	 consistent		
basis.	 From	 that	 first	 email	 expressing	 gratitude	 for	 the		
opportunity	 to	 that	 final	 email	 thanking	 them	 for	 their		
business,	Koch	Proposals	 talks	 to	your	homeowners	when	
you	don’t	have	the	time.

Proposals

only A$900    
INVESTMENT

visit WWW.KochpRoposals.coM to siGn Up toDaY!

ANNUAL

*annual investment is based on January 1 - December 31 calendar year. new enrolments will be pro-rated.


